Increase fear to decrease growth: Strategies of population control in an overpopulated world

Statement of the Problem: International security prerogatives and the imperative of sustainability drive a policy of population control that uses fear of sex, misuses medicine, and abuses public health to accomplish demographic, economic, geopolitical and environmental objectives under false pretenses, above and beyond the rule of law and in defiance of fundamental rights and liberties. Fear of STDs is stimulated through false science and simulated through barefaced propaganda to alter sexual habits, create opportunities for involuntary sterilization programs, and increase the contraceptive prevalence rate to force the developing world to reach replacement level fertility, keep the developed world at sub-replacement level fertility, and advance the demographic transition on all continents to halt and ultimately reduce the global population to a sustainable level.

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: Health policy at the national and international level, leaked classified documents and statements, and the latest statistics are collated to discern fact from fiction with respect to STDs.

Findings: Glaring contradictions between false scientific findings, statistical data and the reality on the ground with respect to Zika and Ebola reveal that the UN system and governments around the world create unfounded fear of new and invented STDs to alter sexual habits, subvert fertility, and increase morbidity and mortality to balance births and deaths within any given population.

Conclusion & Significance: Human reproduction is the undeclared battleground of the sustainability agenda and the continuation of an international framework for peace that sacrifices the human reproductive system and in the process damages health for civilizational outcomes with dire and dangerous repercussions on the ability of our species to perpetuate itself and with equally devastating consequences on the viability of society, the credibility of medical authorities, and the legitimacy of the state. Only a change from covert to overt population control methods can save humanity from self-destruction.
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